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Iʼm very glad and happy to received that award .Thanks to
Director Board and all colleagues.

Currently , I should try more to improve  professional ability
,contribute to companyʼs development .For the future , I have not
planed further yet ,only try to work saving money as well as
improve working skill.

Soltec VN is a very capable company. Invest into Vietnam
market has brought success. I am very proud to work here. Wish
company get the  growing,success on the market of Vietnam and
the world.

I am very honored to be chose in this kick off, that  is the

1.Howʼs your feeling?
2.What is your target from now on?
3.Please give a comment for SOLTEC VN.

consolation and encouragement so that I have more motivation in
work as well as in life.

I set up the target for all fields to  striving continually. Speaking of
job,  I always strive to learn for myself growing, improve skills.
Regarding life, Iʼm always sociable with everyone and colleagues, all
of which are powerful sources of motivation for me.

Iʼm a member of Soltec VN, I realize that director always
encourage and take interest in us , thereby creating excitement for
everyone . About the  development potential, there are always
targets for further development. Educate  and take full advantage of
the skilled workers, contribute to develop more powerful.



Its very glad to receive this award ,thanks to Mr.Ikeda and my
colleagues who are working at Hai Phong site

Wish company develop further .About personal life , I wish I
can get married in the next year

The company is on the expansion, expect all members who are
working at Soltec VN strive together for the development of the
company.

The reward is not great but with me ,it is a source of great
encouragement . Many thanks to all.

Currently ,my knowledge about plasma machine is still weak so
I want to learn more to improve skills

Soltec VN has the good regulation and management rules.
Additionally, SOLTEC VN is also have the good welfare , I am very

1.Howʼs your feeling?
2.What is your target from now on?
3.Please give a comment for SOLTEC VN.

Iʼm very glad to receive the award . To receive this award I
have to thanks Mr XT, my leader and thanks to all of you who helped
me during working time.

I will try to work hard to gain more experience and contribute a
small part for company development further

While working at Soltec VN, I realize that this is a good
environment for learning and improvement . Especially ,Japanese
experts help us alot, always sociable with us.
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proud to work at Soltec VN.





Close up
SOLTEC VN

Q
How can you describe
your life just one word?

Why?Q

How many times are you usually
going to drink every month?

Do you have any challenging
things except your job?

What your recently trouble?

Q

Q

Q

What are your most regret
things in your life?

Whatʼs your dream?Q
Q

Skilled workers



Shimizu Senseiʼs Japanese Lesson






